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**Books by H. L. Mencken** - The following list is comprehensive and represents the 1st American Publications of Mencken’s work.

*Ventures into Verse: Being Various Ballads, Ballades, Rondeaux, Triollets, Songs, Quatrains, Odes and Rondels, All Rescued from the Potters’ Field of Old Files and Here Given a Decent Burial [Peace to Their Ashes].* Baltimore: Marshall, Beck & Gordon, 1903.¹

*George Bernard Shaw: His Plays.* Boston: Luce, 1905.

*The Philosophy of Friedrich Nietzsche.* Boston: Luce, 1908.

*The Artist: A Drama without Words.* Boston, Luce, 1912.


*The American Language: A Preliminary Query into the Development of the English Language in the United States.* New York: Knopf, 1919.²


*Notes on Democracy.* New York: Knopf, 1926.


---


3 This small book reprints two Baltimore Evening Sun columns: Notes on the Holy Land [April 2, 1934] and Erez Israel [April 9, 1934].